
Fully Managed Apache Flink—available in 
global AWS regions—delivers seamless 
integration between Apache Kafka, Apache 
Flink, and an entire ecosystem of sources, 
sinks, and connectors. Deployed in your 
cloud account and VPC peered to your 
streaming applications, Eventador offers an 
elastic, pay-as-you-go method to fit nearly 
any budget needs.   

Powerful Apache Flink Cluster
Management

Eventador’s Fully Managed Apache Flink, 
with simple integration to Github, enables 
users to easily create, build (maven), deploy, 
monitor, and scale jobs with a single push of 
a button. 

Clear Project Creation and 
Management

With Fully Managed Apache Flink, you can 
quickly and easily author and deploy jobs in 
both Java and Scala. Eventador provides 
templates that make it easy to get started 
and build more complex processors and 
computations. Eventador also delivers rich 
tooling and complete SDLC integration. 

Simple Authoring and Deployment 
of Java and Scala Jobs

Managing teams within Fully Manged Apache 
Flink is as easy as setting a team administrator 
who can invite users, set access levels, and 
grant and revoke privileges. 

Extensive Team Management

Fully Managed, Massive Scale
Streaming Platform

FULLY MANAGED APACHE FLINK
Eventador’s Fully Managed Apache Flink simply and 
quickly enables you to democratize data throughout the 
enterprise by using distributed log technologies as your 
enterprise data bus. With a secure, unified platform for 
managing critical streaming data processors—all with 
24x7x365, hands-on support—Eventador’s Fully Managed 
Apache Flink stack is deployed in your preferred cloud 
account and combines Apache Kafka® and Apache Flink® 
for a truly powerful and comprehensive streaming solution.

Fully Managed Apache Flink delivers 
extensive savepoint management features 
for easy and seamless deployment and 
upgrade of processors. 

Robust Savepoint Management



Eventador is the first fully managed platform to democratize data across the enterprise in a secure, unified 
and self-service manner. By deploying streaming cluster and the associated connectors, endpoints and 
more with the simple push of a button, users are not forced into specific streaming configurations. Instead, 
they build and deploy a platform that directly fits their needs.

The 24x7x365, hands-on, expert support means not worrying about massive man hours to update, optimize 
or troubleshoot the stream processing platform. We work directly with you to ensure that everything is 
operating smoothly at all times. 
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Eventador.io has delivered! They provide an industrial Kafka service 
with the very latest in SQL and stream processing frameworks. Their 
customer service is second to none. ~ Elliot Starin, Founder/CTO at 
Mantis Networks  

Creating and scaling projects via the Eventador Console: Managing Apache Flink deployments:

Authoring and managing jobs in Java or Scala: Managing and deploying Apache Flink projects:


